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How  Mineral- Rich States Can Reduce In e qual ity

Michael L. Ross

A B S T R A C T

What should governments in  mineral- rich states do about the gap be-
tween rich and poor populations (vertical in e qual ity), and the gap be-
tween  mineral- rich and  mineral- poor regions (horizontal in e  qual ity)? 
This chapter looks at how mineral wealth can affect vertical and hori-
zontal in e qual ity, and what governments can do about it. It also explores 
the advantages and disadvantages of the decentralization of mineral reve-
nues, and offers a series of guidelines for states that seek to better manage 
the distributional problems caused by mineral booms.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

If we use a broad mea sure of development  progress—changes in child 
mortality rates between 1970 and  2000—we fi nd enormous variation in 
the per for mance of  oil- and  gas- exporting states (fi gure 9.1). Indeed, oil 
and gas exporters tend to have more varied outcomes than  non- exporters: 
as the dependence of countries on oil, gas, and other mineral exports rises, 
so does the variation among states in development outcomes. Oil and gas 
revenues seem to magnify the ability of governments to do both good and 
bad things for their citizens.

One key to success is managing the impact that mineral rents have on 
the distribution of  income—both the “vertical” (between rich and poor) 
and the “horizontal” (across regions of a country) distributions of in-
come. Both kinds of in e qual ity can be harmful: high levels of vertical in e-
qual ity may retard development, and can reduce the  poverty- alleviating 
powers of economic growth (Easterly 2002; World Bank 2001); horizontal 
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 inequality—and sudden changes in horizontal  inequality—can lead to vi-
olent confl ict (Stewart 2000).

Surprisingly little is known about the relationship between mineral 
wealth and vertical income in e qual ity. If one uses what is the perhaps the 
most common mea sure of income  inequality—the “Gini”  coeffi cient—
one fi nds that a country’s dependence on mineral wealth appears to be 
uncorrelated with in e qual ity.  Resource- rich countries appear to be neither 
more nor less unequal, on average.

But in fact there are good reasons not to draw strong conclusions from 
the lack of a simple relationship between in e qual ity and mineral wealth. 
First, data on income in e qual ity are missing for most of the world’s  oil-
 dependent countries. In fact, as can be seen in fi gure 9.2, there is a strong 
negative relationship between a country’s dependence on mineral rents 
and the amount of data we have about its in e qual ity levels.

Second, there are other dimensions of in e qual ity that are not captured 
by standard in e qual ity data and for which we also lack  data—particularly 
income in e qual ity between groups: such as between rural and urban 
workers, and between men and women. A great deal of research remains 
to be done.
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Figure 9.1 Mineral Wealth and Reductions in Child Mortality, 1970–2000.

Note: The vertical axis measures the difference between (the log of) child mortality in 1970 
and (the log of) child mortality in 2000. Higher numbers indicate faster progress in reducing 
child mortality.
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This chapter discusses what we do know about in e qual ity and mineral 
wealth, and what governments can do to promote better outcomes. The 
next section discusses the impact of mineral wealth on vertical in e qual ity; 
it suggests that despite our poor state of knowledge, governments can take 
certain steps to foster better outcomes. The third section considers the in-
fl uence of mineral wealth on horizontal in e qual ity, noting that many 
 mineral- rich states are plagued by secessionist movements. The fourth 
section explores one common approach to horizontal in e qual ity: the de-
centralization of mineral revenues. It argues that decentralization has 
many drawbacks, but if it is unavoidable, governments can design policies 
to minimize these drawbacks. The fi fth section discusses research priori-
ties on this topic, and the sixth section concludes.

V E R T I C A L  I N  E  Q U A L  I T Y

T H E  P R O B L E M

Mineral booms have strong effects on the labor force; yet we know little 
about their ultimate impact on the vertical distribution of income. It may 

Figure 9.2 Mineral Wealth and Missing Gini Data, 1970–2000.
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be useful, however, to describe how mineral booms typically affect the la-
bor force and to highlight some concerns.

A mineral boom can affect the labor force through two mechanisms. 
The fi rst is the Dutch Disease, described in chapter 1: a sharp rise in 
mineral exports will typically cause an appreciation in the real exchange 
rate, which in turn will reduce the international competitiveness of the 
country’s agricultural and manufacturing exports and may reduce em-
ployment in these sectors (Corden and Neary 1982; van Wijnbergen 
1984). Although governments can do much to offset the effects of the 
Dutch Disease, too frequently they do not. Nigeria’s economy, for exam-
ple, suffered because of the government’s failure to act. A sharp rise in 
Nigeria’s petroleum exports in the 1960s and early 1970s led to an appre-
ciation of the exchange rate. The higher exchange rate made it virtually 
impossible for fi rms in the agriculture and manufacturing sectors to sell 
their goods profi tably abroad. Instead of devaluing the currency, the gov-
ernment kept it overvalued, for fear of infl ation. The result was that 
booming oil exports crowded out agriculture and manufacturing ex-
ports, and hence, jobs in these sectors.

The shift in exports from agriculture and manufacturing to oil leads to 
a shift in the sectoral composition of the labor force. Table 9.1 compares 
the sectoral employment patterns in two countries with large oil sectors 
(Nigeria and Saudi Arabia) to otherwise similar countries that lack oil 
(Ghana and Egypt).1 In both cases we see that the oil exporters have con-
siderably lower employment in agriculture relative to ser vices.

Even though this sectoral shift is well understood by economists, it is 
unclear how it affects the distribution of income. In theory, the impact on 
employment levels should be neutral: if workers can easily move from one 
sector to  another—for example, from agriculture to  construction—then 
the sectoral shift could have modest effects on income distribution.

Table 9.1 Employment by Sector in Selected Countries

Agriculture Industry Ser vices

Middle East/North African Comparison
Egypt (1995) 34 21.9 44.1
Saudi Arabia (1990) 19.2 19.8 61

West African Comparison
Ghana (1990) 62.2 10.1 27.9
Nigeria (1995) 2.9 22 75.1

Source: World Development Indicators (online; accessed July 8, 2005).
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If there are limits on intersectoral labor mobility,  however—mean-
ing some types of workers in agriculture and manufacturing are unable 
to move into  services—it could cause a rise in unemployment for these 
types and a shift in income distribution. This could affect the distribu-
tion of income between men and women: if there is a shift away from 
sectors where women have good job opp ortunities (manufacturing) to 
ones where they have poor or no job opportunities (construction), then 
gender in e qual ity may rise. Similar problems could arise for older work-
ers,  low- skill workers, and rural dwellers.

Mineral booms have a second effect on the labor force, by generating 
new government jobs that are funded from mineral revenues; this may 
have important consequences for income distribution. There is some evi-
dence that in e qual ity is lower in countries where a larger fraction of the 
labor force is employed by the government, since governments tend to 
compress the wages of their employees (Milanović 2001). If this is true, an 
oil boom may reduce  inequality—at least in the middle quintiles of the 
income  distribution—although policies intended to prevent a bloating of 
governments will attenuate this effect.

T H E  R E S P O N S E S

It is diffi cult to predict how oil revenues will change the vertical distribu-
tion of income for any given country. Yet if the revenues have a strong im-
pact, the social and economic consequences could be far reaching. A fi rst 
implication is that any country that anticipates a substantial increase in 
oil and gas revenues should commission research on how growth in the oil 
and gas sector will affect the distribution of income. Failing to anticipate 
these effects will likely make it more diffi cult to respond to growing in e-
qual ity when it occurs.

If research suggests that oil revenues will widen the gap between rich 
and poor, governments can take three types of mea sures: fi rst, they can 
try to offset the hardships in the agriculture and manufacturing sectors by 
promoting productivity and export growth; second, they can provide new 
government jobs to displaced workers in these sectors; and third, they can 
adopt targeted  pro- poor policies.

Indonesia’s strategies offer a good illustration, and provide a sharp con-
trast to Nigeria’s policies. In the 1960s and 1970s, the Indonesian govern-
ment adopted many programs targeted toward the poor, including universal 
primary education, price controls on food and kerosene, and rural public 
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works projects; the Nigerian government did nothing comparable. The In-
donesian government also took mea sures to enhance agricultural produc-
tion and to devalue the exchange rate, allowing exports to remain 
competitive and avoiding the collapse in agricultural exports that hurt the 
rural poor in Nigeria. Finally, Indonesia’s exchange rate policies, and  pro-
 export regulatory stance, led to sustained growth in Indonesia’s manufac-
turing sector, unlike Nigeria’s manufacturing sector, which declined 
sharply in the 1980s (Bevan et al. 1999). These policies helped Indonesia’s 
gini coeffi cient remain low and stable between 1970 and 2000, while Nige-
ria’s gini coeffi cient jumped by about  one- third (fi gure 9.3).

F O C U S  O N  D I R E C T  D I S T R I B U T I O N

Another way to promote equity is to dispense mining revenues directly to 
citizens, in the form of a cash payment. A uniform transfer to all citizens 
acts like a progressive tax (or more accurately a negative regressive tax) 
and produces a decline in the rich to poor income ratio and in this way re-
duces the level of vertical in e qual ity.

Direct distribution arrangements are used in both the U.S. state of 
Alaska and the Canadian province of Alberta. The older of  these—the 
Alaska Permanent  Fund—has been in place since 1977 and is widely 
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perceived as a success (although see also the discussions in chapters 7, 8, 
and 11). The Fund receives about 10 percent of the state’s income from oil 
and annually distributes a share of the accrued interest to all  citizens—
both adults and  children—as a dividend. Dividends fl uctuate in size de-
pending on the Fund’s per for mance; since the fi rst year of dividends, they 
have ranged from $526 to $2106 (2004 constant dollars). The Fund is 
managed by an in de pen dent corporation that invests the principal in 
stocks, bonds, and real estate, and whose mandate is to maximize 
 earnings—not to invest in local development. It has grown so pop u lar 
that politicians “virtually fall over one another to demonstrate to the pub-
lic their efforts to defend the program” (Goldsmith 2001, 5).

Several recent articles have argued that other  countries—notably 
 Iraq—should adopt direct distribution plans (see, e.g., Birdsall and Sub-
ramanian 2004; Palley 2003; Sandbu 2006).2 Advocates suggest such a 
plan would:

• distribute oil rents equitably;
• do a better job than the government of allocating rents in optimal 

ways;
• keep at least part of the state’s oil revenues out of the hands of politi-

cians, and hence reduce corruption,  rent- seeking, and government 
ineffi ciency;

• create a  second- best mechanism for hedging against price volatility;
• give citizens a more direct stake in the government’s management of 

oil revenues, and hence force it to become less corrupt and more 
accountable;

• deepen fi nancial systems in countries where they are weak; and
• become a powerful tool for achieving social goals if the distribution 

is made conditional on certain  practices—such as immunizing chil-
dren, or enrolling them in school.

There are, however, reasons to be skeptical about whether a direct dis-
tribution fund would work well in a developing country. Governments in 
developing states tend to be less bound by the rule of law, have less institu-
tional stability, and are more susceptible to  rent- seeking and corruption 
than in the advanced industrialized states.3 A direct distribution plan 
would work only if it  were managed in ways that are uncharacteristic of 
most  oil- rich developing country governments: with strict adherence to the 
law, intertemporal stability, and immunity from po liti cal and  rent- seeking 
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pressures.4 For many years, developing states have established other types 
of specialized commodity funds (for savings or stabilization); in general, 
these funds have not functioned well (Davis et al. 2001; Ross 2001; see also 
chapter 8, this volume).

Since the distributions would take the form of rents, a direct distribu-
tion plan could also encourage several types of  rent- seeking. One danger 
could be  rent- seeking through migration: new immigrants might enter 
the country until the rents available are largely dissipated.5 Another prob-
lem could be the growth of coercive  rent- seeking organizations at the lo-
cal level, such as protection rackets, shakedown operations by the police 
or military,  for- profi t rebel armies, and similar  mafi a- type associations.

There may be other drawbacks to having a direct distribution plan:

• It could create a parallel bud get with its own revenues and disburse-
ments, which would complicate fi scal policies.

• It may not be viable in countries that lack  well- developed fi nancial 
systems, where people lack the ability to manage large infusions of 
cash.

• It may be complex to administer, since it requires the state to main-
tain a large, reliable database of all of its citizens. While many states 
keep citizen lists for voting, people would have a much larger incen-
tive to fraudulently manipulate a direct distribution list.

• It is unclear how it would affect regional grievances, since those who 
live closer to the mineral’s source would be likely to demand a larger 
share of the funds.

If direct distribution functioned well, it would certainly allocate min-
eral rents in an equitable way. But there are reasons why it might not work 
well, and governments should proceed with caution when considering this 
option. States that adopt direct distribution plans should be ready to avert 
fraud and  rent- seeking, and may wish to consider using the distributions to 
encourage social goals such as child immunization and school enrollment.

H O R I Z O N T A L  I N  E  Q U A L  I T Y

T H E  P R O B L E M

If the  mineral- producing region is onshore, and concentrated in one or 
several parts of the country, a booming mineral sector may affect the geo-
graph i cal distribution of income.
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The strength of this effect depends on four factors:

1. Initial incomes in the extractive region: if the region is poor, mineral 
wealth can help close any gap with the rest of the country; if it is relatively 
rich, it can widen the gap.

2. The difference between growth in the minerals sector and growth in 
the  non- minerals sector.

3. The strength of linkages between the minerals sector and other eco-
nomic activities.

4. The ability of the subnational government to capture income from 
the minerals sector.

If the mine operates as an enclave, and the regional government has no 
taxing authority, then a booming minerals sector may have little or no im-
pact on the region’s living standards. But if the extractive sector is well 
linked to the local economy, or the local government can tax minerals 
revenues directly or indirectly, a minerals boom can sharply boost em-
ployment and wages in the region.6

While a rise in the region’s actual incomes may be good, a dispropor-
tionate rise in expected incomes may pose problems. People are dissatisfi ed 
with their  income—no matter how large it  is—if it falls short of their as-
pirations (Frey and Stützer 2002). A large gap between real and expected 
incomes can lead to po liti cal and social unrest. This is a special danger in 
regions that are geo graph i cally peripheral, have little infl uence over the 
central government, and are populated by citizens with a distinct ethnic 
or religious identity. In these cases, discoveries can lead to a rise in frustra-
tions due to rising expectations even if there are no mea sur able adverse ef-
fects on income distribution.

Many recent econometric studies fi nd a correlation between the pro-
duction (or export) of oil and the risk of civil war.7 Table 9.2 lists 10 
cases of violent separatist movements in regions with signifi cant oil, gas, 
or other mineral wealth. Although none of the movements  were caused 
solely by mineral wealth, in each case separatists appeared to believe 
that mineral revenues would raise the benefi ts, or lower the costs, of in-
de pen dence. As Collier and Hoeffl er (2002) suggest, the “allure of 
claiming own ership of a natural resource discovery” can encourage pop-
ulations in peripheral regions to favor in de pen dence. The economic and 
social costs that result from such civil confl icts are extremely large; gov-
ernments can avoid these costs by responding quickly to any rise in hor-
izontal in e qual ity.
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T H E  R E S P O N S E S

Changes in horizontal inequalities are easier to anticipate than changes 
in vertical in e qual ity. Direct distribution, discussed in the preceding text, 
can also reduce horizontal in e qual ity. Another strategy to offset any ex-
pected jump in regional in e qual ity is to decentralize mineral revenues. I 
discuss this option in a separate section below.

Besides decentralization and direct distribution, governments can do 
much to narrow the gap between actual and expected incomes in the 
 mineral- rich region. Options include:

• Giving mineral companies incentives to hire local workers and to 
purchase local products as part of their licensing agreement.

• Restricting the migration of workers into the extractive region. Re-
source booms often attract  low- wage laborers from other parts of 
the country, or from other countries. Their presence can reduce the 
number of jobs for local peoples and introduce social tensions. In 
some countries, such as Indonesia and Papua New Guinea, tensions 
between locals and migrants around mining projects helped spark 
or accelerate separatist movements. Limiting  migration—perhaps 
 temporarily—can avert these tensions and raise the benefi ts of min-
eral extraction for local peoples.8

• Encouraging mineral fi rms to invest in local development. In 
southern Venezuela, for example, Placer Dome has allocated part 
of its concession to local, artisanal miners, and helped train them 
in mining techniques and business management. In the Philip-
pines, WMC has helped indigenous communities gain offi cial rec-
ognition from the government, so they can obtain royalty payments 

Table 9.2 Oil/Mineral Resources and Secessionist Movements

Country Region Duration Mineral Resources

Angola Cabinda 1975–2002 Oil
Congo, Dem. Rep Katanga/Shaba 1960–65 Copper
Indonesia West Papua 1969– Copper, gold
Indonesia Aceh 1975– Natural gas
Morocco West Sahara 1975–88 Phosphates, oil
Myanmar Hill tribes 1983–95 Tin, gems
Nigeria Biafra 1967–70 Oil
Papua New Guinea Bougainville 1988–97 Copper, gold
Sudan South 1983– Oil
Yemen East and South 1994 Oil
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and legal protection for their ancestral lands (for a more detailed 
treatment of such initiatives, see Switzer 2001).

• Encouraging nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to mediate 
between local peoples and mineral fi rms. There is often a sharp di-
vide between local citizens, who have complaints about the environ-
mental, social, and economic consequences of mineral extraction, 
and large foreign fi rms, who have little understanding of local con-
cerns and conditions. NGOs that specialize in environmental pro-
tection, social justice, and labor rights can help bridge this gap: they 
can help administer local development programs that are funded 
with mining revenues; monitor the activities of fi rms, government, 
and other actors; convene adversarial parties, making them more 
transparent and accountable; and provide early warnings about im-
pending confl icts.

• Promoting full transparency for all mining revenues. Local peo-
ples may develop inaccurate beliefs about the size and distribution 
of mining revenues when they lack accurate information, or when 
the government lacks credibility. In Aceh, Indonesia, the rebel 
movement fostered the widespread belief that if the region be-
came in de pen dent, citizens would be 20 times  richer—a wild ex-
aggeration, but one that worked well for the rebel group. Had the 
government’s revenue fi gures for Aceh been more transparent, 
and credible, citizens would have been less susceptible to this 
propaganda. Transparency would also reduce corruption and im-
prove people’s confi dence that mineral revenues  were not being 
squandered.

Finally, distributional issues are more likely to ignite violence when po-
lice or military forces engage in predatory behavior. Mineral projects of-
ten attract police, military, and paramilitary organizations that use 
extortion to gain a share of the available rents, either directly from the ex-
tractive fi rm and its contractors, or indirectly from the people who work 
for them. In some cases, military units have staged or facilitated attacks 
on mining fi rms in order to extort funds.9 Local populations understand-
ably resent such predatory behavior, which helps widen the rift between 
their actual and expected incomes from mining.

Both governments and fi rms can help curtail these activities. A recent 
project by BP in West Papua, Indonesia, has used innovative techniques to 
minimize the gap between real and expected incomes, and avoid predation 
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by the Indonesian military. These include holding extensive consultations 
with local communities and NGOs since the early days of the project; de-
veloping a relocation agreement with a small village, which included plans 
for local hiring, restrictions on  in- migration, sustainable economic devel-
opment, cultural preservation, and biodiversity conservation; insisting that 
Indonesian security forces remain away from the project area, and creating 
instead a  community- based security force; and agreeing to in de pen dent 
evaluations of its operation, which helps make its promises to the commu-
nity more credible.

D E C E N T R A L I Z I N G  R E V E N U E S

Another response to risks of rising horizontal in e qual ity is to divide min-
eral revenues between central and subnational governments. Indeed, there 
now appears to be a global trend toward the decentralization of petroleum 
and other mineral rents (Brosio 2003). While these arrangements may 
look like an easy way to manage regional tensions over mineral rents, they 
have serious drawbacks.

Most of the  oil- rich countries in the Middle East are unitary states and 
have fully centralized revenue systems.10 Outside the Middle East, how-
ever, many oil exporters divide mineral rents between central and subna-
tional governments, regardless of whether they are unitary states (Colombia, 
Ec ua dor, Kazakhstan) or federal states (Mexico, Nigeria, Russia, Venezu-
ela, and Indonesia11) (Ahmad and Mottu 2003).

There are three ways that subnational governments may receive min-
eral revenues: they may levy taxes directly on the mineral industry; they 
may receive direct transfers of a share of the central government’s mineral 
revenues, based on some formula; and they may receive indirect transfers 
from the central government, once the revenues have been smoothed and 
allocated according to the national bud geting pro cess. The fi rst two ap-
proaches in  particular—subnational taxing authority over minerals, and 
direct transfers of mineral  revenues—have serious drawbacks:

• Since central governments have more diversifi ed revenue bases than 
subnational governments, they are better insulated from the effects 
of mineral revenue volatility.

• The capacity of any subnational region to effi ciently absorb new in-
vestments from windfall spending will be less than the national ca-
pacity to do so.
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• Central governments are better able to implement countercyclical 
fi scal  policies—that is, to expand the economy during a recession, 
or contract it when infl ation becomes too high. 

• While fi scal discipline is a problem for most central governments, 
the problem is often worse at the subnational level.12

• Allowing subnational governments to impose taxes creates special 
problems:
• Subnational governments have less ability to administer com-

plex types of taxes, and to tax large foreign fi rms, than central 
governments.

• When subnational governments impose their own taxes or royal-
ties, they may create ineffi ciencies by overlapping with national 
levies.

Subnational governments are clearly entitled to revenues that com-
pensate them for the social, environmental, and infrastructure costs of 
oil and gas extraction. But beyond these, the arguments in favor of sub-
national petroleum taxes are po liti cal. Local governments fi nd oil and 
gas taxes attractive, because they are taxing an immobile asset, and the 
costs are typically borne by those who reside in other jurisdictions. Re-
gional governments often claim own ership of these resources, and may 
threaten secession if they get less than they seek. Moreover, the consti-
tution may give them the right to levy certain kinds of taxes within 
their jurisdictions.

Ahmad and Mottu (2003) argue that the  fi rst- best arrangement is 
full centralization of all oil revenue, with carefully designed transfers 
to subnational governments. Recognizing that this is often po liti cally 
untenable, their  second- best recommendation is to allow subnational 
governments to levy relatively small, stable types of petroleum  taxes—
such as production excise  taxes—while the national government levies 
taxes and royalties that capture the more volatile forms of revenue. They 
also suggest any subnational petroleum taxes be supplemented by more 
stable revenue sources. They prefer this to  revenue- sharing arrangements, 
which they fear will allow subnational governments to avoid account-
ability, complicate the central government’s macroeconomic planning, 
and fail to provide subnational governments with stable fi nancing for lo-
cal public ser vices.

While Brosio (2003) agrees that full centralization is the  fi rst- best solu-
tion, he favors a  revenue- sharing arrangement as the  second- best  alternative. 
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He argues that the pro cess of collecting and administering taxes is too com-
plex for most subnational governments to carry out, at least in developing 
states; that it makes it harder to equalize revenues across subnational juris-
dictions; and that it impinges on national energy policies.

The case for giving subnational governments taxing authority, or a di-
rect share of mineral revenues, would be strengthened if there was evidence 
that these mea sures could help avert secessionist movements. No system-
atic analyses have been done, however, leaving the issue unclear. On the 
one hand, bargaining with subnational governments can be an arduous 
pro cess: the division of oil revenues is a  zero- sum game in which every state 
and local government wants as much as it can get, and there is no magic al-
location formula that everyone will think is just. On the other hand, 
 revenue- sharing arrangements have sometimes been important compo-
nents of broader policies to reduce secessionist pressures in  resource- rich 
 regions—for example, in Indonesia.

Local and regional governments should be compensated for the costs 
they bear when mineral extraction occurs in their jurisdiction. Local and 
indigenous peoples, who live on the land where extraction takes place, de-
serve special  accommodations—beginning with their full recognition as 
stakeholders whose concerns must be addressed before any new project 
begins.13 But giving subnational governments either the authority to levy 
mineral taxes or a fi xed share of the nation’s oil revenues should be avoided 
whenever possible. The best approach is for governments to collect reve-
nues centrally, and make allocation decisions centrally, but with input 
from local and regional authorities.

If such an arrangement is unobtainable, the government should try to 
adopt a revenue system that

• minimizes the volatility of subnational revenues;
• minimizes any ineffi ciencies created by overlapping tax bases;
• does not exacerbate preexisting regional inequalities;
• encourages or requires subnational governments to coordinate their 

fi scal policies with the central government;
• encourages subnational governments to use any oil revenues to com-

plement, not substitute for, their existing tax base;
• is accompanied by expenditure responsibilities, so that the added 

revenues are targeted toward some type of public good;
• is based on a formula that is stable over time, so that the issue of rev-

enue or tax sharing will not be constantly revisited;
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• is fully transparent and regularly audited; and
• does not encourage citizens to create new subnational jurisdictions 

in order to collect the rents provided by the central government.

R E S E A R C H  P R I O R I T I E S

There is much we do not know about in e qual ity in  mineral- rich develop-
ing states. Future research in this area could address fi ve questions:

1. How does mineral wealth infl uence vertical in e qual ity? Data on in-
come in e qual ity are almost non ex is tent for  mineral- rich countries. Find-
ing ways to mea sure in e qual ity in these countries would give us a better 
idea of the general relationship between mineral wealth and income in e-
qual ity. Equally valuable would be studies that track the distribution of 
income over time in countries undergoing a mineral boom. To under-
stand the links between mineral wealth and income in e qual ity, gaining 
this baseline data is critical.

2. Are there signifi cant constraints on intersectoral mobility for certain 
groups in  mineral- rich countries? If certain  groups—such as women, older 
workers, rural workers, or  low- income  workers—are less able to move from 
the tradable to the nontradable sector when an economy is faced with 
the Dutch Disease, then mineral booms will have important distributional 
consequences. It will also open the door to government remediation. There 
has been little or no research on this issue.

3. What strategies have mitigated horizontal inequalities when a mining 
boom has strong local effects? There are many cases of secessionist move-
ments in  minerals- rich regions; yet there are other countries where no such 
confl icts occur, even though the preconditions exist.14 Careful studies of 
these successful cases may provide us with clues about ways that states can 
avert regional confl icts over mineral rents.

4. How and why have decentralization strategies in  mineral- rich states var-
ied in their effectiveness? Even though decentralization has many drawbacks, 
states continue to decentralize their mineral revenues. The more we know 
about these experiments, the more we can help governments improve out-
comes. Studies that compare successful and unsuccessful decentralizers 
would be valuable, as would studies that compare regional outcomes in de-
centralizing states. It may be especially fruitful to study states (such as Indo-
nesia) that have decentralized and have multiple  mineral- rich regions, so we 
can observe variation in outcomes between these regions.
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5. What are the conditions under which direct distribution is most likely to 
work? Direct distribution plans have only been implemented in wealthy 
states. Yet if there continues to be interest in these plans, it would be valu-
able to have a more precise theory about the conditions under which they 
are most likely to produce success.

C O N C L U S I O N

Despite some claims to the contrary, in fact surprisingly little is 
known about the links between mineral wealth and vertical in e qua l ity. 
Many observers assume that mineral  rents—in the presence of weak 
 institutions—increase the gap between rich and poor. Yet it is possible 
that the opposite is true: growth in the government sector may lead to 
wage compression and less in e qual ity. The data and analyses we have 
at the moment are just not good enough to tell us which scenario is 
more likely.

At a minimum, states facing mineral booms should focus their atten-
tion on the problem of vertical in e qual ity, and pay special attention to 
the ability of workers to move from the “tradable” sector (typically agri-
culture and manufacturing) into the “nontradable” sector (generally ser-
vices). If an intersectoral shift will leave behind certain  groups—such as 
women,  low- income workers, rural workers, and older  workers—the 
government should consider countermea sures. Apart from equity con-
siderations, governments should also adopt policies that can help pre-
vent the economy from growing excessively dependent on a single 
commodity, including prudent  exchange- rate policies, and mea sures to 
boost productivity and competitiveness in the manufacturing and agri-
cultural sectors.

We have a much clearer picture about horizontal in e qual ity. Mineral 
booms tend to exacerbate regional inequalities under certain conditions: 
when the extractive region was initially wealthy; when growth in the min-
erals sector outpaces growth in other sectors; when the minerals sector has 
strong forward or backward linkages to the local economy; and when the 
regional government can directly or indirectly tax mineral incomes. It can 
be especially destabilizing when, in the extractive regions, expected 
changes in income outpace real changes in income.

States have a large toolkit for addressing these problems. Unfortu-
nately, one of the most common  approaches—decentralizing mineral 
 revenues—has many drawbacks, and should only be done when it is po liti-
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cally unavoidable. A second approach, the  Alaska- type direct distribution 
plan, has not been tried in a developing state, where institutions tend to 
be weak. If successful, it would allocate mineral revenues in an admirably 
equitable way; if unsuccessful, it could promote widespread  rent- seeking 
and fraud.

A less risky approach would be to adopt policies that narrow the income 
gap between the extractive region and the rest of the country, and, within 
the extractive region, policies that reduce the gap between real and ex-
pected incomes. These mea sures include full revenue transparency, pro-
moting good corporate citizenship, restricting migration to the extractive 
region, fostering the role of NGOs, and curtailing predation by security 
forces.

N O T E S

1. Note that under the ILO defi nition used by the World Bank, not all people 
working in a sector are considered “employed”; rather, in the defi nition used by these 
institutions, “[e]mployees are people who work for a public or private employer and 
receive remuneration in wages, salary, commission, tips, piece rates, or pay in kind.”

2. Sandbu (2006) suggests a unique arrangement, whereby the government would 
distribute oil rents and simultaneously tax back a fraction of them.

3. Even in Alaska, the Permanent Fund has not been fully protected by the rule of 
law: since the early 1990s, the state legislature has used defi cit spending to gain ac-
cess to the Fund’s revenues (Goldsmith 2001).

4. Several studies argue that when developing states have large rents available, 
their po liti cal leadership becomes subject to a type of adverse selection: the politi-
cians most likely to gain offi ce are the ones most willing and able to seize these rents 
and deploy them for po liti cal gain (Collier and Hoeffl er 2005; Ross 2001). Hence 
even if such a fund  were established under a wise government, it would create an in-
centive for more opportunistic leadership.

5. This does not occur in Alaska, for two reasons: the annual payment accounts 
for about six percent of total  house hold income, meaning that the rents are fairly 
small; and the costs of migrating to  Alaska—due to its harsh winter and physical 
 isolation—are fairly large.

6. I am assuming that the local labor supply is not perfectly elastic.
7. See Buhaug and Rod (2005), Fearon (2004), Humphreys (2005), and Ross 

(2004).
8. Of course, restricting migration to a booming region may also have harmful 

effects that must be weighed against these benefi ts: it could reduce job growth 
(while raising wages) in the extractive region; if the region is relatively wealthy, it 
could heighten geo graph i cal inequalities; and if done without due consideration, it 
could exacerbate regional tensions. Still, under some conditions it may be a useful 
policy tool.
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9. See, for example, “US Mining Company’s Payments to Indonesia Trigger 
Probe,” New York Times, January 18, 2006.

10. The United Arab Emirates is a notable exception.
11. Indonesia is a unitary state that has recently decentralized, and now bears 

many of the features of a federal state.
12. On these points, see Ahmad and Mottu (2003), Bahl (2001), Brosio (2003), 

and McLure (2003).
13. The World Bank, the International Council on Metals and Mining, and ES-

MAP have recently developed a “Community Development Toolkit” to help fi rms and 
governments assess and respond to the needs of affected communities in extractive re-
gions. It is available at http://www.icmm.com/library_pub_detail.php?rcd=183?

14.  Malaysia—where there is substantial oil wealth off the coasts of the remote, 
ethnically distinct states of Sabah and  Sarawak—is one example.
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